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I. CATALOG DESCRIPTION

Barbara

A. Gay and Lesbian Issues in tfte Workplace
B. One (1) lecture
C. One (1) unit
D. N/ A
E. A survey of issues which affect gay and lesbian workers,

including job discrimination and relevant legal protections,
techniques for responding to harassment at work, and the use
of negotiated grievance procedures and other contractual
protections in a unionized workplace. Students will
participate in role-playing and other classroom activities
to develop effective personal and organizational approaches
to on-the-job problems.

F. N/ A
G. Letter grade OR credit-no credit
H. N/ A

II. COURSE OBJECTIVES

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be
able to:

1) Identify issues of concern to gay and lesbian workers
and union members, and communicate those issues
verbally and in writing

2) Identify relevant legal protections for gay and
lesbian workers at the federal, state and local levels

3) Analyze legal decisions as they apply to hypothetical
job situations posed by the instructor

4) Evaluate alternative techniques (personal,
organizational, legal and other) for responding to
workplace harassment.

5) Draft model contract language protecting gay and
lesbian workers for use in union negotiations.



III. COURSE CONTENT

Week 1: Introductions
Overview of gay and lesbian workplace issues
Coming out in the workplace
Stereotypes of gay and lesbian workers
Bridging the gap between private and workplace lives

Week 2: Concepts of gender and their impact on the workplace
Legal definitions of sex discrimination and their

applicability to discrimination on the basis of
sexual preference

Other legal issues and rights (local, state, federal)

Week 3: Techniques for responding to workplace harassment
Personal attitudes and responses
Collective action vs. legal action - how to determine

what is appropriate and when
Responses in unionized vs. unorganized workplaces

- similarities and differences

Week 4: Gay and lesbian issues within unions
Raising issues in a union environment - forums and

strategies
Organizing support groups, organizing around the issues
Coming out in the union
Collective bargaining, contract language, the grievance

procedure

Week 5: Other current issues (e.g., domestic partnerships and
and workplace benefits)

Week 6: Summary and review
Where do we go from here?
Final exam and course evaluation

IV. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY

A. ASSIGNMENTS

Written assignments: several written assignments will be
made during the course. The first will be to summarize
the kinds of workplace conduct which are protected by
statute in San Francisco, based upon class readings and
instructor lecture. The second will be to draft sample
contract language protecting gay and lesbian workers from
discrimination. The third will be to interview a gay/
lesbian workplace activist and write an essay analyzing
problems he/she has faced on the job and solutions he/she
has developed.

Other assignments include outside reading and in-class
role-playing and other exercises.
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B. EVALUATION

Students will be evaluated on the basis of:

1) class participation
2) successful completion of role-playing and other

in-class exercises
3) written homework assignments
4) in-class final examination

C. TEXTS AND OTHER MATERIALS

1) Legal statutes and cases
2) Research reports and articles from contemporary

journals and/or the. popular press
3) Union contracts with appropriate language, and other

union-produced materials

V. REQUESTED CREDIT CLASSIFICATION

CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

~ Degree Applicable (meets all standards of Title V.,
Section 55002(a)).

Non-degree applicable (meets all standards of Title V,
Section 55002(b)).
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